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Stock#: 103536
Map Maker: Lapie

Date: 1819
Place: Paris
Color: Outline Color
Condition: VG
Size: 52.5 x 44.7 inches (If joined)

Price: SOLD

Description:

Fine large map of Central Europe, issued shortly after the Congress of Vienna re-shaped Central Europe
(1814-1815).

The Congress of Vienna, convened in 1814-1815, marked a pivotal moment in European history, reshaping
the continent's political and geographical landscape in the aftermath of the Napoleonic Wars. This
diplomatic gathering of Europe's major powers aimed to establish a balance of power and restore the
political boundaries disrupted by years of conflict. The cartographic outcomes of the Congress reflected a
comprehensive reorganization of national boundaries, with significant implications for the map of Europe.

The Congress's primary objective was to create a stable and balanced Europe by resizing the major
powers so they could coexist peacefully, thereby preventing any single entity from becoming
overwhelmingly dominant. This led to a series of territorial adjustments and reallocations that significantly
altered the continent's cartography. France was returned to its 1792 boundaries, effectively rolling back
the territorial expansions made during the Napoleonic era. This restoration was emblematic of the
Congress's broader intent to revert to a pre-revolutionary state of affairs, whenever possible, to ensure
stability.

In Central Europe, the German Confederation was established, a loose association of 39 German states
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under Austrian dominance, replacing the previously fragmented Holy Roman Empire. This reorganization
was a cartographic manifestation of the Congress's efforts to consolidate control and simplify the complex
patchwork of sovereignties that had characterized the region, aiming to create a more manageable and
less conflict-prone structure.

Poland, partitioned at the end of the 18th century, saw its territory divided anew, with the Congress
Kingdom of Poland being established under Russian sovereignty. This redrawing of boundaries diminished
Polish independence and reflected the Congress's tendency to prioritize the interests of the major powers
over national aspirations, a theme recurrent in the cartographic changes of the period.

Detailed Condition:
Segmented and laid on linen, with original slipcase.


